
The new era of growth,
recruitment & business 



All corporate firms engage employees for variety of tasks in their firms. It shall be of much 
help if the employers can know in advance the capacities and fields of perfection of the
ones whom they are employing for specific posts. Here, DMI Analysis (DMIT) provides
better source to find out right person for the right job! It can guide proper placements
for various works and departments in a firm.



What is DMIT?

It studies the unique developmental potential
within an individual, by studying the ridges
and undulations on his/her palms, toes
and skin. Unlike most generic means
of talent testing and assessment, like
E.Q and I.Q tests, Dermatoglyphics
assigns an exclusive, unique identity
and result to every individual user
based on the unique mapping
of genetic information.



Benefits of DMIT?

Selection of right career path

More effective human resources.

Placing right person at the right place.

Reduces cost, increases healthy competition and create better corporate value.

Happy and dedicated employees give better performances.

Deserving and preferred work encourages better and devoted performance.

Reduces frequent inflow and outflow of employees.

Consistency and stability in employees creates healthy bond in employer and 
employees and gives cost effective betterment in performances.

Activities to encourage employees to improve their weaknesses helps better 
use of talents and strength of the person.

Reduces cost and energy in trial and error in placement



IQ (Intelligence Quotient)

Grasping The Essentials In A Given
Situation & Responding.

EQ (Emotional Quotient)

To Act & Communicate Appropriately.

CQ (Creativity Quotient)

Original Thinking - Taking Planned
Action - Producing Result.

AQ (Adversity Quotient)

Who Gives Up And Who Fights Back & Wins.



Get to know about interpersonal, intrapersonal, 
management, team working, leadership skills
of your employees!



Help them work on their areas of challenge.
Grow together and attain great heights!



Isn’t this insightful? We have a lot more to offer!

Get in touch with us for more information. We are here to help you!

Bhanu Hills, Shop No. 203,

Opp. RK Desai College,
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